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In recent years, particular attention has been devoted to earable acoustic sensing due to its numerous applications. However,
the lack of a common platform for accessing raw audio samples has forced researchers/developers to pay great efforts to
the trifles of prototyping often irrelevant to the core sensing functions. Meanwhile, the growing popularity of active noise
cancellation (ANC) has endowed common earphones with high standard acoustic capability yet to be explored by sensing. To
this end, we propose EarAce to be the first acoustic sensing platform exploiting the native acoustics of commercial ANC
earphones, significantly improving upon self-crafted earphone sensing devices. EarAce takes a compact design to handle
hardware heterogeneity and to deliver flexible control on audio facilities. Leveraging a systematic study on in-ear acoustic
signals, EarAce gains abilities to combat performance sensitivity to device wearing states and to eliminate body motion
interference. We further implement three major acoustic sensing applications to showcase the efficacy and adaptability of
EarAce; the results evidently demonstrate EarAce’s promising future in facilitating earable acoustic sensing research.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Enabling a new modality of hands-free sensing and low-intrusive information exchange, earable computing [17]
has ushered in a revolution in human wearable computing [33, 49]. Though promising progress has been achieved
for HCI (human-computer interaction) [4, 6, 35, 36] and context-aware computations [9, 28, 29, 37, 39], relying on
dedicated earable sensors renders them expensive and inflexible, as opposed to leveraging earphones that attract
significant attention recently due to their low-cost and ubiquity. In particular, a recent proposal [22] exploits
earphones to sense the difference in air pressure between two ears for profiling human states; it shows successes
in recognizing heart rate, touch gestures, identities, and even voices. However, leveraging differential signal only
captures part of the original excitation sources, so this design may not be applicable to scenarios demanding
fine-grained information.
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Fig. 1. The conceptual construction of EarAce.

Meanwhile, as the demand for a more natural communication experience and the awareness of noise-induced
hearing loss continue to grow, the market share of active noise cancellation (ANC) earphones increases drastically.
Given their high-standard in-ear acoustic facilities (e.g., microphones), they are expected to improve existing
earable sensing capabilities significantly. However, proposals claiming to be designed for ANC earphones, such
as behavioral analysis [3, 14, 32], daily health monitoring [34], and user authentication [25–27, 59], are often
implemented and tested on self-built prototypes; yet lacking a well-engineered construction of native acoustics has
made the practical effectiveness of these prototypes very questionable. Essentially, the missing of flexible access
to the native acoustics offered by ANC earphones is holding back the progress of earable acoustic sensing, as
researchers/developers have to make repetitive efforts in (re-)building hardware prototypes often incompetent
and irrelevant to core sensing algorithms. In a nutshell, whether ANC earphones may enhance wearable sensing
or simply stop at being a daily fashion accessory strongly depends on the development of a common sensing platform
that directly exploits the native acoustics offered by ANC.

To this end, we present EarAce, the first earable ANC platform to empower versatile acoustic sensing exploiting
the native acoustics of commercial ANC earphones, aiming to supplant self-crafted earphone sensing devices.
As shown in Fig. 1, signals induced by human vitals and activities propagate to their ears through bones and
cause unique ear canal resonance characteristics. EarAce captures them with ANC in-ear microphones to enable
versatile sensing functionalities. Specifically, EarAce aims to

• Enable Convenient and Unobtrusive Sensing: A compact plug-in peripheral as the sensing platform, readily
attachable to arbitrary ANC earphones.

• Allow Flexible Control and Reconfiguration on Acoustic Facilities: A user-friendly GUI to select microphones
or speakers available to sense or transmit, tune sensor configuration, and enable/disable the ANC function.

• Ensure Reliable Measurements: Detecting fine-grained device wearing state (DWS) to obtain desired signal
quality, while eliminating body motion interference to ensure accurate sensing under practical scenarios.

In order to meet the above requirements, we propose several design strategies for implementing EarAce. First
of all, we identify common features of the audio front-ends to determine the basic platform design, minimizing the
adaptations to accommodate hardware heterogeneity. Secondly, we develop an Android-based control interface in
order to mask the nuance of the underlying hardware; it enables users to readily configure platform parameters and
access sensing data. Thirdly, as DWSs may significantly affect the sensing quality, we carefully study the acoustic
characteristics under different DWSs. This study allows us to quantitatively profile their impacts by particular
features of an impedance indicator, which in turn enables EarAce to detect fine-grained DWSs. Finally, to cope
with body motions heavily affecting earable sensing quality, we investigate the different acoustic characteristics
between left and right ears: by associating path sensitivity of signals with non-periodicity of interference, EarAce
can be endowed with an interference reference that further warrants an elimination algorithm to ensure reliable
sensing in real-life scenarios.
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Given the above strategies, EarAce exhibits three main technical advantages over existing earable platforms,
mainly due to our novel design strategies and direct integration with ANC native acoustics. First, it empowers
versatile acoustic sensing upon earables with a much wider frequency range than existing developments. Second,
it provides utility functions to ensure reliable sensing measurements, allowing researchers and developers to
focus on core sensing algorithms without being troubled by reliability issues. Third, EarAce supports a broad
range of applications, including both active and passive sensing. In summary, our paper makes the following
major contributions:

• We propose EarAce as the first acoustic sensing platform leveraging commercial ANC earphones; it aims
to enable flexible access to the native acoustics of the increasingly popular ANC facilities for enhancing
in-ear acoustic sensing.

• We develop a plug-in platform and an Android-based control interface to greatly simplify the development
of acoustic sensing applications, by making laborious hardware-related details transparent to developers.

• Enabled by EarAce, we are the first to extract fine-grained heartbeat waveforms via earables; it is widely
understood that fine-grained heartbeat monitoring is highly non-trivial by wearable sensing.

• As sensing applications often call for the awareness of DWSs, we develop a novel algorithm to quantify
fine-grained DWSs, so as to improve sensing quality under diversified circumstances.

• We propose an interference elimination algorithm leveraging, for the first time, dual-ear asymmetry; it
associates path sensitivity of signals with non-periodicity of motion-induced interference, in order to
extract clean measurements for ensuring reliable sensing.

• We demonstrate the efficacy and adaptability of EarAce by implementing three representative applications,
namely heartbeat monitoring, hand-face interaction analysis, and user authentication; the promising results
firmly indicate that EarAce is fully capable of meeting diversified acoustic sensing requirements.

Note that, in addition to delivering a versatile earable sensing platform for supporting common research interests,
EarAce enables every application developed upon it to be readily convertible into commercial products, exactly
because of its seamless integration with ANC native acoustics. This second aspect further makes EarAce
significantly superior to existing counterparts.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the background on in-ear acoustic

sensing, along with our initial studies to motivate our design; the common literature review has been merged
into this section for brevity. In Section 3, we give an overview of the EarAce platform and then elaborate on its
hardware and software components. We further report our implementation of three applications along with their
evaluations in Section 4. Finally, we discuss the limitations in Section 5 and conclude the paper in Section 6. Since
EarAce aims to facilitate the transition from an experiment platform to fully integrated earable-computing-ready
ANC earphones, we elaborate on its construction details in the Appendix to supplement the brief overview in
Section 3.

2 UNDERSTANDING IN-EAR ACOUSTICS

Latest earable sensing platforms often have limited applicability: they either lose track of critical information
(e.g., HeadFi [22] captures only the differential signals between two ears) or are restricted to certain frequency
ranges (e.g., OESense [32] handles signals only below 50Hz). Therefore, in order to gain versatile capabilities in a
wider range of acoustic sensing, EarAce aims to fully leverage the well-engineered native acoustics offered by
ANC earphones. To this end, we first investigate the opportunities and challenges of exploiting ANC earphone
acoustics (e.g., in-ear microphones), by exploring three major categories of human sensing:

Physiological Signal Monitoring. As one of the “inlets” into human body, the ear canal offers unique opportu-
nities for acoustic sensing to capture physiological signals, such as respiration rate [38, 57, 58], heart rate [34],
and coughing [53], which can be leveraged to detect physiological or pathological states (e.g., sleep stages and
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diseases). Herein, we explore a challenging case of acquiring the heart sounds produced by the closure of the
heart valves, a.k.a. phonocardiogram (or PCG) [2].

Activity and Behavior Analysis. Given their proximity to the human body, earphones allow for close track of
various body activities and behaviors. Though several earable computing applications [3, 4, 41] have succeeded in
facial expression recognition, head movement detection, and step counting, we believe earable acoustic sensing
can further advance activity and behavior analysis. In particular, considering that hand-face interactions [32] such
as tapping and sliding could generate unique vibrations, we investigate a practically usable task of recognizing
hand-face interactions, which could deliver a new input experience to users.

Security and Authentication. As earphones are increasingly pervasive in our daily life, they may provide an
additional line of security defense for mobile devices by, for example, delivering a stand-alone authentication
channel. Recently, the research interest has focused on ear canal biometrics, such as the static geometry of the ear
canal [27] and ear canal deformation due to articulation activities [59]. Based on the facts that the human ear canal
is a closed space consisting of different reflective surfaces and that the acoustic signals reflected by these surfaces
encode unique features [52], we study the practical application of using earphones for user authentication via
active sensing, i.e., playing random contents (e.g., music and voice messages) as acoustic excitation and sensing
the signal reflections as “earprint”.

2.1 Understanding Feasibility

Wefirst investigatewhether ANCnative acoustics are sufficiently sensitive to support the three typical applications.
Specifically, we conduct the experiment in a quiet lab and record i) PCG signal, ii) the sound of sliding and
tapping on the cheek, and iii) the in-ear reflection of a piece of music from three volunteers (denoted as V1,V2,V3);
we derive a transfer function [27] from the music reflections as biometrics. Fig. 2(a) shows examples of the
measurements for three applications in respective rows.
One period of PCG is known to consist of two sounds: S1 indicates atrioventricular valves closing and S2

indicates the semilunar valves closing [1]. From the top panel, we can clearly observe that the recorded signals
successfully capture both S1 and S2, showing that in-ear microphones are highly sensitive to such subtle excitation
signals. We can also observe, from the middle panel, distinctive signal fluctuations when sliding (denoted by Ws)
and tapping (denoted by Wt) behaviors occur, demonstrating the feasibility of behavior analysis. Finally, the
bottom panel confirms that the transfer functions of three volunteers exhibit evidently discernible distinctions,
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Fig. 2. Impact of device wearing states (DWSs) on three acoustic sensing applications.
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proving that acoustic characteristics are sensitive to the ear canal resonance and can hence be adopted as
biometrics. In short, this preliminary study confirms the feasibility of both passively and actively using in-ear
acoustics to enable various sensing applications.

2.2 Impact of Device Wearing States (DWSs)

When placing an object in an ear canal (a small S-shape tube roughly 30mm in length), the in-ear acoustic
characteristics are affected by i) occlusion, ii) occlusion effect, and iii) ear resonance [48]. Occlusion denotes the
closure of the ear canal (e.g., by earphone as an earplug), causing attenuation of external acoustic signals. Occlusion
effect, not to be confused with occlusion, is the self-generated intensification of low-frequency components
(< 50Hz) when an ear canal is occluded; a shallow insertion of an earpiece strengthens this effect. Ear resonance
refers to the high-frequency (> 100 Hz) amplification associated with an open (or partially open) ear canal,
which can be greatly reduced by a deep earpiece insertion. In short, the in-ear acoustic characteristics may vary
significantly with the DWS.
We explore three DWSs in this preliminary study (leaving detailed explorations on fine-grained DWS to

Section 3.3), namely deep insertion (completely occluded), shallow insertion (with a small vent), and superficial
insertion (with a large vent); the results demonstrating that changes in DWS have different impacts for these
applications are shown in Fig. 2(b), 2(c), and 2(d), respectively. Firstly, for PCG monitoring (the top panels), the
two separated heart sounds are evident under both deep and shallow insertion conditions, but they become barely
recognizable under the superficial insertion condition. Further measurements indicate that the interfering sources
come from the external environment. Secondly, for activity analysis (the middle panels), we find that the on-face
sliding and tapping sounds can always be differentiated regardless of the DWS, demonstrating that the hand-face
interactions collected from ears are less sensitive to the DWS. Thirdly, for biometric authentication (the bottom
panels), we can observe that changing the DWS has a significant impact on the transfer function of the ear canal,
and the impact varies from subject to subject. Completely occluding the ear canal allows the transfer functions of
different subjects to exhibit discernible differences over the range of [0, 50]Hz and [300, 500]Hz, whereas the
other two conditions render the transfer functions of all subjects insufficient for the identification purpose.
In summary, quantifying fine-grained DWS is often crucial to improve sensing quality. However, current

earable acoustics sensing solutions only support the binary classification of whether the wearer removes the
headphones or not [25], whereas quantitative analysis of DWS remains to be an understudied area, which
motivates our new designs by exploiting the electro-acoustic model [15] in Section 3.3.

2.3 Interferences to Acoustic Sensing

Among the diversified interferences to our in-ear acoustic sensing applications, we select three typical ones,
namely nodding (affecting ear canal resonances), walking (generating bone-conduction noise), and speaking
(causing mixed interferences). As a baseline, we also consider a quasi-static sitting position; the results are
reported in Fig. 3 following the same convention as Fig. 2. Firstly, PCG signal monitoring appears immune to
nodding (comparable to sitting), but speaking and walking largely overwhelm the heart sounds. Secondly, the
hand-face interactions are similar to PCG, as nodding has minor impacts on the recorded signals but the other
two activities can substantially contaminate the sensing results. Fortunately, these interferences and on-face
interactions do not necessarily occur at the same time, hence they could be removed by straightforward time-
domain filtering. Finally, biometric authentication would better be conducted under quasi-static (i.e., sitting)
state, because speaking significantly alters the acoustic spectrum below 200Hz, while walking produces a wider
range of interference from 10Hz to 300Hz.

We tentatively conclude that active sensing (i.e., biometric authentication) is sensitive to ear canal resonance
noise while passive sensing (i.e., PCG monitoring and hand-face interaction analysis) may not. More prominently,
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Fig. 3. Diversified interferences to three acoustic sensing applications.

as both sensing modes are sensitive to bone-conduction noise, addressing this interference is very critical for
improving the sensing performance, but it is also very challenging as bone-conduction noise often affects different
applications in distinctive ways. For excitation signals occurring intermittently (e.g., hand-face interactions), noise
might be eliminated by time-domain trimming, but continuous excitation signals (e.g., PCG) cannot be handled
similarly. Although many earable acoustic sensing systems have respectively designed denoising methods, they
only focus on eliminating noise in specific frequency bands relevant to their respective applications [22, 25],
which failed to cover the wide frequency range of real-life bone-conduction noise (covering from 0.5Hz upward
and caused by a vast number behaviors such as walking and speaking). Therefore, it is imperative to design
advanced interference elimination methods to handle the complex nature of bone-conduction noises.

2.4 Differential Signals Between Two Ears

Due to the asymmetry of human bodies (e.g., bones, muscles, organs, and especially two ears), the signals
collected in two ears are normally different. On the contrary, earphones are artificially made to be symmetric,
so differential signals collected from both ears may remove system errors (or unknown system parameters)
possessed by earphones [22]. Nonetheless, signal differences may not retain the features of the raw signals, so
we hereby study whether and how we may explore two-ear signal difference in EarAce given our three typical
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Fig. 4. Demonstrating acoustic signal differentiation between two ears.
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applications. In Fig. 4, the top panels show signals collected from two ears (under the sitting state), while the
differential signals are depicted on the bottom panels. One may clearly observe that, whereas differentiating both
PCGs and transfer functions results in a white-noise-like outcome, the hand-face interactions do seem to admit
signal differentiation: the results share prominent features with the signals collected from the right ear when
it was the right-hand tapping/sliding on the face. As EarAce directly uses commodity ANC microphones with
well-engineered acoustic capabilities to collect acoustic signals, it does not need to exploit signal differentiation to
remove unknown parameters. However, the positive case with hand-face interactions does offer us an inspiration
to exploit the dual-ear asymmetry so as to address the interference issue raised in Section 2.3.

3 SYSTEM DESIGN

As shown in Fig. 5(a), EarAce contains a sensing board and a platform control interface on an arbitrary host (e.g.,
an Android phone). It also involves two novel algorithms for ensuring robust acoustic sensing. While the sensing
board can be readily attached to most ANC earphones in a plug-in manner, the control interface provides flexible
tuning of hardware and sensing parameters. The sensing board streams data to the host in real time, which are
processed by the sensing algorithms for profiling the DWSs and eliminating the body motion interference. In the
following, we elaborate on the individual components of EarAce.

3.1 Hardware Design

Given the design requirements raised in Section 1, EarAce’s sensing board has a compact design but offers
powerful processing capabilities and versatile compatibility with major ANC earphones. As shown in Fig. 5,
EarAce is built upon ES8388 [21] stereo codec with a configurable sampling rate ranging from 8 to 96 kHz
and up to 24-bit resolution. The internal PGA (programmable gain amplifier) has a maximum of 24dB gain,
adequate to accommodate microphones with heterogeneous sensitivity. The acoustic front-end, including multi-
channel microphones and speakers, is routed to this codec via a USB-C socket. We specifically engineer this USB
connector to accommodate major analogy microphones, including Electret Condenser Microphones (ECM) and
MEMS (micro-electromechanical systems) ones. Additionally, we design the (signal) pre-processing circuit to be
hardware-adaptive to microphone heterogeneity, entailing only minor changes on resistors or capacitors. This
codec can be configured by an MCU via a serial interface. We refer interested readers to the Appendix for more
details on wiring ANC earphones up to EarAce.1
We use ESP32 [20], a feature-rich MCU with versatile connectivity and plentiful memory spaces as the core

processor. This powerful MCU is meant to not only enable flexible configurations on the codec but also deploy
stand-alone real-time processing algorithms. To obtain convenient usability and accessibility, we leverage this
MCU to also provide wireless connectivity via either Wi-Fi or Bluetooth for remote processing; sensing results,
1Note that EarAce does not change the default capability of ANC earphones in simultaneous sensing (by microphones) and communication
(by speakers); it only piggybacks on the acoustic facilities to further expand their sensing capability.
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raw audio samples, or configurations can all be streamed between the host and the MCU via wireless links. To
allow stand-alone continuous sampling of a huge volume of data, we specifically put an auxiliary SD card slot on
the hardware board to enable local data storage. We reserve the UART port for debugging and for experienced
researchers to update or develop prioritized firmware. Other onboard resources include a battery charger, a user
button, several reserved IOs for hardware extensions such as IMUs, and switches for audio channel multiplexing.
This design allows EarAce to emulate the full functionality of a potential sensing-ready ANC earphone, capable
of offering insights for a future integrated product design.

3.2 Platform Control

EarAce offers multiple approaches for platform control. One can flexibly choose the way to access raw audio
samples and playback arbitrary sounds in either stand-alone or remote mode; both modes offer full functionality
for configurations and sensing. In particular, the recorded channels can be manually configured by switches
shown in Fig. 5(b) under both modes. The stand-alone mode requires no host support and is therefore suitable for
continuous sensing with negligible user interventions. One can start or stop the recording or playback processes
via a user button (on the bottom layer hence not shown in the figure due to space limit) under this mode. Given
the wireless connectivity discussed in Section 3.1, we specifically write a MATLAB script for PCs and an Android
application for smartphones to enable remote configurations. As shown in Fig. 5(a), the Android app allows for
flexibly tuning microphone gain (via the MIC_PGA item), adjusting the speaker volume, changing the sampling
rate or bit resolution, etc. In addition to these essential settings, we also provide application-level configurations
such as DWS profiling and ANC on-off switch. For the MATLAB script running on PCs, these settings are listed
in a readable JSON file and are synchronized to the sensing board once a connection is established.

3.3 Profiling Device Wearing States (DWSs)

As studied in Section 2.2, profiling DWS across different users and earphones is crucial, yet it is inherently
challenging as both ear canals and earphones have diverse structures.

3.3.1 Elector-Acoustic Model. To qualitatively explain the effect of DWS on the acoustic characteristics of an ear
canal, we introduce two configurations of an electro-acoustic model [15]: namely perfect and partial occlusions
distinguished by the absence and presence of a vent at the ear canal entrance. Specifically, the ear canal is
considered a cylindrical tube with varying radii in both cases.

For the perfect occlusion shown in Fig. 6(a), the acoustic behavior can be modeled in the frequency domain as:
PEC

ZSUS
=

ZEC

ZS + ZEC
, (1)

where PEC and ZEC are respectively the sound pressure and the corresponding impedance at the ear canal, US
and ZS are the source sound volume velocity and source impedance, related to the Thevenin equivalent source
sound pressure by PS = USZS. Eqn. (1) indicates that the Thevenin pressure PEC is affected by both ZS and ZEC,
where ZEC is a varying factor under all perfectly occluded cases; its value changes with the insertion depth of an
occlusion device.
For the partial occlusion shown in Fig. 6(b), the presence of a vent makes the earlier model insufficient. We

simplify the vent as a high-pass filter with impedance ZV and sound pressure PV, so that the total acoustic
impedance of the ear canal becomes the parallel of ZV and ZEC:

Z ′
EC =

ZVZEC

ZV + ZEC
. (2)

Though the actual model for this case is far more complicated and less well studied, a simplified version can be
obtained by replacing ZEC in Eqn. (1) with Z ′

EC; this allows us to safely conclude that the Thevenin pressure PEC
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Fig. 6. Two electro-acoustic models of ear canal.

is a function of ZS, ZEC, and ZV. Since ZV can be approximated as a function of the vent radius and the distance
from the vent to the tympanic membrane [15], the vent size and device insertion depth both affect PEC.

Remarks: In short, the degree of occlusion (vent size) and the earphone insertion depth both affect the acoustic
characteristics of an ear canal significantly. This also highlights the necessity to profile DWS for all in-era acoustic
sensing applications.

3.3.2 Understanding Impedance Factor. Profiling DWS demands quantitative characteristics, so we need an
indicator correlated with the changes in DWS. As discussed in Section 3.3.1, sound pressure and impedance are
all affected by DWS variations, but their quantities (and their respective impacts from DWS) are physically very
different. We decide to target the impedance because it varies to a much greater extent than the pressure, even in
a uniform canal. Because the energy loss of acoustic signals due to propagation in the ear canal is very small, the
sound pressures measured at the acoustic source, the eardrum, and the earphone (after reflected back) differ only
by a barely detectable phase factor determined by the length of the canal.

Prior research and clinical audiometry [30, 54] have studied the ear canal impedance via many modalities (e.g.,
dedicated multi-cavity-multi-resistor sensors), yet they are mostly inapplicable due to heavy user involvements
or special hardware requirements. Therefore, we develop a simple yet effective solution. Consider a sine sweep
(with bandwidth ranging from 0Hz to 10kHz) sent into the ear canal as the excitation signal; the simultaneously
recorded reflection signal can be used to figure out the frequency response within a wideband. The sound pressure
PS at the earphone can be obtained by the earphone and accounted by the sum of excitation sound pressure P+

S
and reflection sound pressure P−

S ; a complex reflectance coefficient is obtained as Γ = P−
S /P

+
S . Assuming the canal

area is of uniform area at the measurement point, the impedance ZEC can be approximated by [43, 50]:

ZEC = z0
1 + Γ
1 − Γ

. (3)

The characteristic acoustic impedance z0 is defined as z0 = cρ/A, where ρ is the density of air, c is the speed of
sound, and A is the cross-sectional area at the measuring position. Variations due to the use of a slightly deviated
area A to define z0 are shown to have a minor effect on impedance measurements [30, 54], so using the average
cross-sectional area A0 of the adult instead of the true area is adequate for meaningful modeling. We summarize
the involved parameters in Table 1.
We measure the ZEC of an adult based on Eqn. (3) with earphones inserted at different depths in the ear

canal and illustrate the results in Fig. 7. We observe that, under perfect occlusion (6 and 7mm insert depth), the
impedance is inversely proportional to frequency, since the residual volume of the middle ear dominates the
impedance [66]. When insertion depth decreases and the ear canal is only partially occluded by the earphone, a
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Table 1. Constants used for calculation.

Name Constant Value Units
Speed of sound c 33480 cm/s
Density of air ρ 0.001223 g/cm3

Average cross-sectional area of adult ear canal [51] A0 0.442 cm2

vent appears and the impedance-frequency relation changes drastically. First, the amplitude drops significantly
below around 100Hz. Moreover, below a certain frequency, impedance becomes proportional to frequency, hence
leading to a local maximum at higher frequencies, which explains the acoustic enhancement by the occlusion
effect on such frequencies [32]. For the open ear canal (0mm insertion), the impedance seems to be proportional
to the frequency component of up to around 1kHz. In conclusion, the impedance under different device insertion
depths and the degree of the ear canal occlusion clearly exhibit observable distinctions; it is hence proven to be
sufficiently indicative of DWS.
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Fig. 7. An example of ZEC values under various depths of insertion; axes are scaled for better illustrations.

3.3.3 Profiling DWSs. The acoustic characteristics of an ear canal differ from person to person [25] and also
differ for the left and right ears of the same person [13]. Based on the impedance-depth relation, we aim to offer a
systematic calibration procedure to capture the DWS for two ears of individual users. Specifically, a new user to
EarAce should slowly insert the earphone into his/her ear canal until no further insertion is possible (maximum
distance). Meanwhile, EarAce sends the swept signal repeatedly via the earphones and records the reflections.
Consequently, multiple impedance-frequency trajectories are obtained, where those i) at the maximum insertion
depth, ii) when the device is barely inserted, and iii) with a zero slope between 0 and 100Hz (indicating the
sudden turning from perfect to partial occlusion), are treated as three references and denoted byMI, OEC, and
Zero-slop, respectively.
When in use for profiling, we first calculate the impedance-frequency trajectory for a given DWS. Then the

instantaneous slope of the impedance trace at 100Hz is used to characterize whether the ear canal is completely
occluded: a negative slope indicates a perfect occlusion, and a positive slope indicates a partial occlusion. For
perfect occlusions, we calculate the ratio of the slope of the current trajectory to the slope of the maximum
insertion depth, both in the range 0-100Hz, shown as the purple arc with scales in Fig. 7. A ratio closer to 1
indicates a deeper insertion depth. For partial occlusions, mapping the current insertion distance to a slope ratio
may not be sufficiently robust based on our experience. Therefore, we obtain a new indicator η whose scales are
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shown between red (vertical) dashed lines in Fig. 7:
η =

(
fc − fZero−slop

)
/
(
fZero−slop − fOEC

)
, (4)

where fc and fOEC refer to the frequencies that respectively maximize the current impedance trajectory and the
OEC trajectory, while fZero−slop denotes the turning point of the Zero-slop trajectory. This DWS profiling method
is performed in real time and involves less than 3.5s of sweeping sound playing time and data processing time.
The resulting DWS profile allows researchers to develop signal process algorithms adaptively and wearers to
adjust their DWS in real time to match particular application requirements.

3.4 Eliminating Body Motion Interference

As shown in Section 2.3, the acoustic characteristics exploited by EarAce can be particularly susceptible to
interference from body motions. Though removing such interference can be hard for conventional methods, we
propose to leverage the different acoustic characteristics between left and right ears, as inspired by the studies in
Section 2.4.

3.4.1 Interference Demixing. As the attenuation of sound propagation through bones and tissues is sensitive to
propagation path, the body motion (e.g., walking and exercising) interference acts differently on the left and right
ears due to body asymmetry. To demonstrate this asymmetry, we give an example of body motion interference
on PCG signals collected from the two ears in Fig. 8, where the interference always appears differently in the left
and right ears, and the interference intensity, as expected, can be much higher than PCG. We consider the signals
collected from each ear as mixtures of sensing target and body motion interference, and our goal is to extract a
clean sensing target out of a noisy audio mixture. Moreover, many applications involve random body motions
that are often non-periodic, so periodic or quasi-periodic sensing targets (e.g., physiological signals) can also be
distinguished.
Therefore, we propose to exploit this contrast along with two-ear difference (see Section 2.4) to extract the

sensing target. Let yL(t ) and yR(t ) represent the in-ear audio signal collected from the left and right ears, which
compose a signal vector y(t ) = {yL(t ),yR(t )}. Assuming a linear propagation channel for the source signal vector
s(t ) through bones and tissues to an ear canal (to be lifted later), i.e., y(t ) = As(t ) with A being a mixing matrix.
In our case, s(t ) = {sT(t ), sI(t )} with sT(t ) and sI(t ) respectively representing the sensing target and body motion
interference; we aim to find a demixing matrixW such that s(t ) = W ⊤y(t ) separates the sensing target from the
interference. Since the sensing target is temporally correlated, but the body motion interference is not, they
satisfy the following relations for a nominal period ξ ∗:{

E[sT(t )sT(t − ξ ∗)] > 0
E[sT(t )sI(t − ξ ∗)] = E[sI(t )sI(t − ξ ∗)] = 0 , (5)
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Fig. 8. Examples of body motion interference contaminating PCG signals collected from both ears. The two signals exhibit

evident differences.
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where E is the expectation operator. Let us define C(W ) = E[s(t )s(t − ξ ∗)] = W ⊤E[y(t )y(t − ξ ∗)]W , where ⊤ refers
to matrix transpose. Thanks to the symmetry of C(W ), it can be further decomposed as:

C(W ) =
1
2
C(W ) +

1
2
C(W )⊤ =

1
2
W ⊤(Hy (ξ ∗) + Hy (ξ ∗)⊤)W , (6)

where Hy (ξ ∗) = E[y(t )y(t − ξ ∗)⊤]. Apparently, the closerW projects y(t ) on s(t ), the larger the resulted value is,
as projecting on sI(t ) leads to zero. Therefore, extracting sT(t ) implies maximizing C(W ). Under the constraint
that ∥W ∥2= 1, the maximizing problem can be solved by finding the eigenvectors (denoted by EV operator) of
Hy (ξ ∗) + Hy (ξ ∗)⊤:

W = EV
(
Hy (ξ ∗) + Hy (ξ ∗)⊤

)
. (7)

Then sT(t ) = w⊤
1 y(t ) wherew1 is the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue. This perfectly recovers

sT(t ) if the nominal period is exact.

3.4.2 Clean Desired Signals Extraction. In reality, three practical issues should be considered. First, the nom-
inal period ξ ∗ generally does not exist. For example, the interbeat interval of heartbeats varies over time. To
approximate ξ ∗, we use the autocorrelation method [5] to obtain a mean period within a specified interval of
interest. Second, the expectation of finite samples becomes a numerical average, leading to non-zero values for
the uncorrelated signals in Eqn. (5). To avoid “leaking” sT(t ) onto other eigenvalues under the above imperfect
conditions, we turn to consider the eigenvectors corresponding to the top-K eigenvalues inW . We set K = 3 as
the default value for our experiments, but one can modify it according to specific applications.
5 The last issue is that the above interference demixing solution is based on the unrealistic assumption of a

linear signal mixture model, which may not enable accurate extraction of desired clean signals. Therefore, we
first perform interference demixing to separate the interference signal, then we use it as the reference signal to
input into an adaptive filter to finally obtain the clean sensing target. Fig. 9(a) shows an example of the demixed
interference signal, referred to as the interference reference. Specifically, we apply ASLMS (adaptive step-size least
mean squares) [42] to eliminate the interference of body motions. ASLMS can effectively handle the dynamic
nature of most biological signals (i.e., to be nonstationary and change substantially in their properties over time).
Moreover, by updating the step size, it can work well at various interference levels. Consequently, by combing the
interference reference and the mixed signal at either ear, we can extract a clean sensing target. Fig. 9(b) illustrates
the extracted PCGs from both ears, clearly demonstrating the effectiveness of our overall method.

4 DEMONSTRATIVE APPLICATIONS

Due to its flexibility and robustness, EarAce supports a wide range of potential applications covering both
passive and active sensing. To demonstrate its efficacy and adaptability, we conduct full scale experiments on
the three representative applications discussed in Section 2. These applications do not necessarily impair the
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Fig. 9. An example of body motion interference elimination; note the scale difference between (a) and (b).
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(a) A subject wearing EarACE. (b) Part of the adopted earphones.

Fig. 10. EarAce (with ANC earphones) in action.

common usage of earphones and we demonstrate the success of playing music while authenticating a valid
user in Section 4.3. In particular, we evaluate their performance in realistic settings, where 35 subjects (20 male
and 15 female, aging between 20 to 50) are involved. To ensure device diversity, we have tried 50 pairs of ANC
earphones (including in-ear, on-ear, and over-ear) with varying prices of around $100, but we choose only 18
pairs of in-ear ANC earphones for the following experiments, since they outperform other types according to our
empirical studies. Fig. 10(a) illustrates a subject wearing our EarAce prototype, and Fig. 10(b) shows the part
of the involved earphones (those not under NDA). Note that the placement of EarAce shown in Fig. 10(a) is
only meant to clearly showcase the hardware; the actual placements during usage would certainly be at more
stable positions. Also, we want to stress again that the eventual target of EarAce is to be integrated into ANC
earphones. The captured data are transmitted via Wi-Fi to a PC and processed in real-time there.

4.1 PCG Monitoring

We first demonstrate that EarAce can effectively collect PCG in the face of common body motions. Valvular and
heart-related diseases have been a significant public health challenge [45, 56]. Efficient disease evaluation and pre-
vention call for daily PCG monitoring: an effective way of capturing clinically valued heart rate variability (HRV)
features such as systolic period, diastolic period, and the standard deviation of interbeat intervals (SDNN) [44]
Therefore, we particularly showcase the extraction of these three parameters never being achieved by existing
earable sensing solutions. In addition, the pilot study presented in Section 2 suggests that the performance of
PCG monitoring is highly affected by changes in DWS and body motion interference. We specifically conduct
experiments under different DWSs and interference conditions, aiming to further emphasize EarAce’s novelties
and contributions in improving in-ear acoustic sensing.

4.1.1 Experiment Setup and Signal Processing. We let each subject wear EarAce prototype with different ear-
phones; each PCG signal recording lasts for 5 minutes. To study the system performance in practical scenarios,
we ask the subjects to rewear their earphones for each recording, while performing daily activities (e.g., walking,
making the bed, and cooking) during recording; this allows the collected audio data to include both DWS varia-
tions and body motion interference. Meanwhile, the ground truth signals are obtained by an ECG monitor [47].
In practical operations, EarAce first profiles the DWS to determine whether the ear canal is occluded to block
external environment noise (the major noise identified in Section 2), before applying the demixing algorithm in
Section 3.4 to retrieve PCG. In the experiment, we clearly mark the time period with body motions in order to
conduct comparative studies on the effectiveness of EarAce. Moreover, to demonstrate EarAce’s advantages over
existing earphone-based platforms, namely HeadFi [22] and OESense [32], we apply their principles to EarAce
by respectively extracting the differential signal from the two ears and filtering out components above 50Hz, so
as to set up two comparative baselines. Doing these actually favor these two platforms, as they originally rely on
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Fig. 11. Detecting S1 and S2 using threshold and envelope, and aligning PCG with the ground truth ECG.

self-crafted prototypes for sensing, whereas these baselines are implemented upon EarAce’s well-engineered
ANC native acoustics.

Prior to HRV features extraction, EarAce identifies the major heart sounds S1 and S2 (see Section 2.1). Since
the periods of S1 and S2 exhibit significant fluctuation in the demixed signal while non-heart-sound periods are
more stationary and lower in amplitude, EarAce detects them based on whether the demixed signal exceeds a
certain threshold. Specifically, an average Shannon Energy envelope is computed as follows:

Ex =
1
N

N∑
t=1

x (t )2 · logx (t )2 (8)

where x (t ) is the normalized signal in the range of [-1,1], and N is a window size usually set to 0.02s with 0.01s
overlapping [31]. Then a smoothed envelope is obtained by applying zero-phase filtering on the envelope, and the
peaks of S1 and S2 are identified as Ex exceeding an empirically set threshold value of 0.2 (we leave an adaptive
threshold for future explorations). The systolic period, diastolic period, and interbeat intervals are extracted
based on these peaks as shown in Fig. 11; it also illustrates the alignment between PCG and its corresponding
ECG signal. It can be observed that the QRS complex and T wave of ECG are temporally aligned with features of
PCG. Therefore, we use the ECG to derive the ground truth for the HRV features as suggested by [18], so as to
validate the quality of the PCG retrieved by EarAce.

4.1.2 Results. As discussed earlier, PCGs can be affected by DWS and body motion interference. To demonstrate
the significant advantage of the proposed DWS profiling method and the body motion interference elimination
method, we group the data according to whether the earphones completely occlude (i.e., CO ∈ {0, 1}) the ear
canal (indicated by DWS profile) and whether our body motion interference elimination method is deployed
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(i.e., IE ∈ {0, 1}). Specifically, we study four cases: Case i) CO = 1, IE = 1, Case ii) CO = 1, IE = 0, Case iii)
CO = 0, IE = 1, and Case iv) CO = 0, IE = 0. Besides, we denote the upgraded implementations of HeadFi [22]
and OESense [32] on EarAce by Baseline1 and Baseline2, respectively. Snapshots of PCG under the four cases
and two baselines are demonstrated in Fig. 12.

The experiment results, as shown in Fig. 13, are depicted by box plot of the systolic period, diastolic period, and
SDNN in the four cases and the baselines. One can readily observe that all four cases surpass the two baselines.
This indeed conforms to the observation made in Section 2 that EarAce is beneficial for sensing applications by
retaining original information, rather than deducing differential signals from two ears or being confined to a
limited frequency range. Moreover, Case i achieves the lowest error for all HRV features as expected. Specifically,
the three features receive respective median errors of 14.31ms (4.77% of the 300ms nominal systolic period),
14.74ms (2.95% of the 500ms nominal diastolic period), and 5.35ms. The decent performance strongly confirms
the efficacy of EarAce in obtaining accurate HRV estimations. One can also observe that cases with proper
DWS (CO=1) yield lower error, further confirming that DWS profiling method advances HRV feature extraction.
Moreover, Case ii exhibits higher error compared with Casei, confirming that our interference elimination is
necessary and effective. Finally, the error of Case iii being a bit smaller than that of Case iv suggests that our
proposed body motion interference elimination algorithm may handle a broader range of interference (e.g.,
from the external environment) beyond body motions. Overall, we can confidently conclude that EarAce gains
enhanced in-ear acoustic sensing due to its effective body motion interference elimination and DWS profiling.

4.2 Hand-Face Interaction Analysis

We showcase the usefulness of EarAce in this section, by considering an application for detecting multiple
hand-face interactive gestures. Note that EarAce is readily applicable to other behavior analysis applications
such as eating habit analysis [7, 55] and facial expression monitoring [3]; we consider this one because it appears
to be one of the most popular earable sensing tasks in recent publications [32, 60].
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Fig. 14. Hand-face interactive gesture design.
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Fig. 15. Snapshots of gesture-induced waveform.

4.2.1 Experiment Setup and Signal Processing. We consider six tapping gestures and six sliding gestures associating
different face positions and actions, as shown in Fig. 14. The gesture set studied by EarAce, matching that
considered in [32], is one of the largest of its kind considered by earphone-based platforms; we use Fig. 15 to
showcase examples signals for all gestures. We ask the subjects to respectively perform these gestures while
wearing the EarAce prototype. Each subject repeats every gesture multiple times using a different pair of
earphones each time to include small variations in devices. In total, we collect 21,000 gestures for evaluation.
Observations from Section 2.2 suggest that changes in DWS barely affect the features of the acquired signals,
and the body motion interference should usually be avoided for applications using hand-face interaction as a
control interface. Therefore, we focus on evaluating the discriminability of the gesture-induced signals collected
by EarAce, under a normal DWS and absent of other unnecessary body motions (e.g., walking or exercising).
Interaction gesture analysis involves detection and classification. EarAce first performs gesture detection

to check the presence of a gesture, based on the observation that the short-term energy (STE) introduced by a
hand-face gesture is significantly higher than that of system noise. Specifically, the STE of sensed signal x (m) is
retrieved as follows:

STEn =
n∑

m=n−N +1
[x (m)ω(n −m)]2, n − N + 1 ≤ m ≤ n, (9)

where ω(n −m) is a window, N is the window length, and n represents the last sample that the window targets.
EarAce adopts a threshold to judge the presence of a gesture by whether STEn goes beyond the threshold. We
empirically set the window to be rectangular with a 30ms length and the threshold to be twice the average STEn
computed adaptively from the past 100ms.
Upon detecting a gesture, features from both time and frequency domains, including gesture duration, the

main frequency of the signal envelope, the root-mean-square energy, spectral centroid, zero-crossing rate, the
first 13 components of MFCC (Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients), and the temporal differential of the MFCC,
are extracted for further classification. The features from both left and right channels are combined into a feature
vector and input into a classifier. In addition to the twelve gesture classes, there is a NULL class to avoid classifying
interference, such as unexpected body motions, as gestures. In experiments, we split the collected data into 80%
training data and 20% testing data. Given the diverse methods available for classification, we choose to evaluate
the performance of recognizing hand-face interaction gestures with four commonly used classifiers: random
forest (RF), decision tree (DT), k-nearest neighbors (kNN), and support vector machine (SVM) with RBF kernel.
All classifiers are implemented under default settings.

4.2.2 Results. We conduct five-fold cross-validation on the collected data. Fig. 16 compares the performance
of different classifiers in terms of precision and recall. We can observe that all classifiers achieve precision and
recall over 80% with our handpicked features. In particular, the RF classifier achieves 96.39% precision and 94.69%
recall, rendering a trial with popular deep neural networks redundant. Overall, the results evidently confirm
the effectiveness of EarAce in collecting fine-grained and hence highly discriminable gesture-induced signals
suitable for virtually any classifiers, mostly credited to the use of ANC native acoustics.
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Fig. 16. Performance of hand-face gesture recognition with commonly used classifiers.

4.3 User Authentication

EarAce is not only capable of performing passive sensing to acquire physiological signals and body activities, but
can also actively probe the ear canal structure. In this section, we study the performance of EarAce in continuous
authentication, leveraging a piece of music reflected by the ear canal structure unique to an individual.

4.3.1 Experiment Setup and Signal Processing. We let each subject wear EarAce while listening to a clip of
Canon [40] for 5 sessions, each lasting for thirty seconds and divided into fifteen non-overlapping recordings
each of two seconds long. This excitation signal is arbitrarily chosen as any clips without silent intervals can
serve as candidates. Based on our observation in Section 2.2 that the ear canal biometrics are highly sensitive
to the DWS, we in particular ask the subjects to rewear the earphones with different DWS to further study
EarAce’s performance in authenticating users. Similar to the previous application, unnecessary body motions
are minimized to emulate a realistic application scenario. In total, we obtain 2,625 two-second recording samples
for evaluation. Our experiments aim to demonstrate that user authentication can be achieved by the transfer
function (see Section 2.1) that uniquely characterizes the ear canal structure of a certain user.

Basically, the earphone, ear canal, and eardrum together are considered as a black box system, and the transfer
function characterizing it may not be sufficiently unique if obtained assuming linearity and time-invariance.
Therefore, we consider a more complex yet practical system model involving nonlinearity and memorylessness,
as illustrated in Fig. 17. Inside the system, the excitation signal se(t ) in Fig. 17(a) first passes through a memoryless
nonlinear distorter characterized by a n-th order Volterra kernel kn(t ) [23], and then reverberated through a
linear filter f (t ). In the meantime, certain noise n(t ) can be involved and added to the measured signal sm(t ) in
Fig. 17(a):

sm(t ) = n(t ) + se(t ) ⊗ k1(t ) ⊗ l (t ) + ... + sne (t ) ⊗ kn (t ) ⊗ l (t ),
= n(t ) + se(t ) ⊗ ℓ(t ) + ... + sne (t ) ⊗ ℓn (t ), (10)

where the convolution ⊗ between nonlinear distortion kn(t ) and linear reverberation l(t ) is replaced by ℓn(t ).
This essentially describes the transfer process by a set of impulse responses, each of them being convolved with a
distinct power of the excitation signal [23].
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Fig. 17. The procedure of obtaining transfer function and subsequent authentication.
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We first resolve the noise n(t ) by taking a number of synchronous averages to sm(t ). Since deconvolving using
Fast Fourier Transformation usually leads to time aliasing artifacts, we generate an inverse filtered signal д(t ) [24],
which inverts the response of the excitation signal in Fig. 17(b). This process allows us to derive a transfer function
by integrating the averaged output ŝm(t ) and inverse filtered signals д(t ) in the frequency domain. As discussed
in Section 2, the transfer function trajectories of different subjects have unique and stable variation patterns and
exhibit discernible differences mostly over the range of [0, 50]Hz and [300, 500]Hz. Therefore, we employ a DTW
(dynamic time warping) [8, 63] based similarity matching scheme to classify a given user based on the transfer
function in the range of [0-500]Hz. Specifically, in the registration phase, we record a user’s transfer function
as his/her template. Upon authenticating a user, we look for the best similarity matching between the current
user’s transfer function and the stored templates: the user is authenticated if the matched template corresponds
to whom he/she claims to be, as shown by Fig. 17(c); otherwise the authentication fails. Furthermore, the transfer
function varies with DWS even for the same user as claimed earlier, so EarAce profiles DWS with indicator η
(see Section 3.3.3) to accurately identify a user, as shown in Fig. 17(d).

4.3.2 Results. We evaluate EarAce’s performance in authentication, and in particular, we look into the influence
of the DWS. We group the measured signals into four datasets according to the DWS indicator η, namely [-1,-0.5),
[-0.5,0), [0,0.5), and [0.5,1]. The template set and test set are disjointly selected from our dataset with 2,625 samples,
with the former accounting for 60% and the latter 40%. Although prior studies have explored acoustic sensing to
identify users based on the ear canal structure [27, 59], they failed to handle changes in DWS. To further study
how profiling of DWS advances earlier proposals, we consider the case where all collected data are blended
without DWS differentiation as the baseline. Fig. 18 compares the false accept rate (the probability that a different
user is wrongly authenticated as a given user) and the false reject rate (the probability that a legitimate user is
not authenticated) of the four groups and baseline. We can observe that all four groups significantly outperform
the baseline, firmly demonstrating that our DWS profiling method is very critical to ensure a successful user
authentication with reasonable performance. Moreover, we note that all four groups achieve reasonable results,
where the false accept rates and false reject rates of [0,0.5) and [0.5,1] groups are all below 10%. The results not
only evidently confirm the profile of DWS is indeed accurate so that the authentication template and tested data
are matched, but also validate the adequate capability of EarAce in authenticating users under various DWS.
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Fig. 18. Performance of user authentication.

5 DISCUSSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We discuss a few open issues on EarAce that can inspire future studies.
• We propose a fast and effective method to eliminate non-periodic motion interference for a periodic sensing
target. If the periodicity of the target is inconspicuous, motion interference elimination may be achieved
using the novel blind source separation method [16, 64] leveraging signals collected from both ears.
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• We have not thoroughly evaluated EarAce under different levels of ambient noise. Fortunately, ANC
earphones integrate inverse filters to perform noise cancellation, which should greatly reduce environment
noise by adding to the acquired signals. However, fully integrating the sensing ability of EarAce with noise
cancellation may still need a careful engineering process.

• Profiling the DWS can help developers to build more practical applications and it is crucial for ensuring
reliable measurements, so it is worth investigating how multi-dimensional DWS indicators can be adapted
to heterogeneous ear structures. In fact, we plan to elaborate on a study of device heterogeneity in an
extended report.

• It would be interesting to explore how EarAce can support multiple applications concurrently, potentially
with specifically designed signal waveforms. Moreover, combining earable sensing with contact-free sensing
techniques with much longer sensing ranges (e.g., those based on either radio-frequency [16, 19, 61, 65] or
acoustics [10–12]) may help extend to a ubiquitous sensing environment.

• One may be concerned about whether the audio quality of music playback is affected. Since EarAce’s
plug-in design does not affect the internal structure and circuits of the earphone, it should not affect the
music quality, and all our 35 test subjects agree that no difference from normal earphones is perceived
when attaching EarAce.

• EarAce is so far tested in rather arbitrary attaching manners, because the eventual goal of EarAce is to be
integrated into ANC earphones to deliver a better user experience; we are discussing with local industries
to accelerate the process.

• EarAce plays a sweep signal ranging from 0-10kHz as the excitation signal to profile DWS, which potentially
interrupts the played music. Therefore, our follow-up study would investigate the possibility of using
higher frequencies (i.e., above 16kHz that are hardly audible to most adults) for this purpose.

• The prototype has two levels of system voltage, including 3.3V and 1.8V. The power composition of EarAce
depends on many aspects, such as sampling rate, data transmission mode, and whether ANC algorithm is
on or not. During our experiments, EarAce can support up to 10 hours of continuous operation with a
450mAh battery and 3.3V voltage. We expect a fully integrated earable sensing product to substantially cut
down power consumption.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed EarAce, the first acoustic sensing platform leveraging commercial ANC earphones
for enabling versatile sensing applications. We systematically study the characteristics and affecting factors
of the acoustic signals across three major human sensing categories, in order to motivate our platform design.
Consequently, EarAce provides flexible yet powerful hardware control to the native acoustics offered by ANC
earphones and two critical functions to ensure reliable measurements, which has maximized the sensing capability
for diversified applications and lowered the development barrier for novice researchers. We have tested three
representative applications on the EarAce and evaluated their performance with 35 subjects and 50 pairs of ANC
earphones. Our results have evidently demonstrated the promising capability of EarAce in sensing abundant
information across human physiological signals, behaviors, and biometrics.
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APPENDIX

A typical in-ear ANC earphone has two microphones and a speaker inside each earbud.2 As shown in Fig. 19, the
Feed Back (FB) microphone (a.k.a. in-ear microphone) is placed inside the ear cup to monitor in-ear sounds [46, 62],
while the Feed Forward (FF) microphone is placed in the outer space of the earbud to collect outside noise. Whereas
the data delivered by these acoustic front-ends are crucial for versatile sensing applications, currently no earphone
vendors offer corresponding SDKs for accessing them. Consequently, we have to directly tap into raw analog
signals of microphones and speakers, and apply our own codec to digitize or generate these signals, in order
to exploit these well-engineered ANC acoustic front-ends. To this end, we rewire the earphone to bypass any
circuits preventing our codec from directly interfacing with these acoustic front-ends. On one hand, our method
is advantageous to smartphone back-ended solutions as smartphones have very limited access to ANC earphones:
they can only feed data to speakers but have no access to the in-ear microphones. On the other hand, it is also
superior to self-built prototypes integrating in-ear microphones with low-end earphones, as these mock-ups are
often built without engineering experience. The total cost of EarAce’s sensing board is around $12, which could
be further reduced upon mass production.

Ear Cap

Metal Mesh

Front Cavity

FB Mic

Speaker Driver

Battery

Phone Call Mic

FF Mic
Main Chip

Back Cavity

Fig. 19. The structure of an ANC earbud.
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Fig. 20. Connections for ECM and MEMS micro-

phones. For MEMS microphones, we only need R1,

C1, and C3 but short out C2 and R2, leaving other

components vacant.

The major challenge faced by wiring ANC earphones to EarAce is the heterogeneous acoustic front-ends
equipped by various products; it requires sophisticated knowledge of analog circuit design and a deep understand-
ing of their working principles. Basically, the microphone technology can be roughly categorized into two types:
Electret condenser microphone (ECM) and micro-electromechanical system (MEMS). For ECM-based earphones,
2Other structures are also available but often have less competitive noise cancellation effect and hence are less common; we hence omit the
discussions on them.
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each earbud has six wires, two for a speaker and four for two microphones. In contrast, MEMS-based ones can
have more wires as each microphone may use up to three wires, respectively corresponding to VCC, GND, and
signals, though most manufacturers would merge the two GNDs or even VCCs. We illustrate the schematics for
connecting both microphone types to our codec in Fig. 20. Because speakers always have two wires without
polarity regardless of their constructions, they can be directly connected to EarAce without any trouble.

Since the above ANC acoustic front-ends entail many wires (up to 12 for ECM-based earphones), so we decide
to use a USB Type-C (USB-C) socket to gather these wires and then connect them to our board, as shown in
Fig. 5. We choose USB-C for its compactness in size and richness in pins. Note that we use USB-C to carry only
(raw) analog signals from/to microphones and speakers. This is in stark contrast to normal mobile devices (e.g.,
smartphones) using USB-C only as a digital data interface, so our USB-C cannot be directly plugged into an
arbitrary USB-C compatible device, eliminating the possibility of using such a device to serve as the back-end
processing unit. The last challenge is the non-trivial task of distinguishing the wires out of earbuds, which we
achieve through iterative trials leveraging a function generator and an oscilloscope. Essentially, given an incorrect
connection, the acoustic front-ends would behave abnormally; for example, the observed signals would encounter
severe distortions. After cracking dozens of earphones, we have learned that, for non-True Wireless Stereo (TWS)
ANC earphones, there exist visible wires out of an earbud and the codecs are detached from the earbuds, as
shown in Fig. 21(a). As a result, directly tapping onto the identified wires and connecting them to EarAce would
incur little risk of breaking an earbud’s inner structures. For TWS earphones, things get more complicated as
we have to open an earbud and search for possible connections inside, as depicted in Fig. 21(b). In general, we
would recommend users sticking to non-TWS earphones for prototype testing, until we may get EarAce fully
integrated with ANC earphones.

To summarize, in order to customize EarAce for a certain pair of ANC earphones, one can resort to the following
steps. First, bypassing unnecessary circuitry (e.g., codec) of an ANC earbud but retaining all acoustic sensors,
namely the microphones and speakers. Second, determining the type (ECM or MEMS) of onboard microphones
and correspondingly wiring the acoustic sensors to the earphone connector of EarAce shown in Fig. 5(b) via the
labels printed on the PCB board. Third, accommodating the circuit configurations of the EarAce’s mother board
for connection according to Fig. 20. Finally, plugging the earphone connector to the mother board. At this time,
an EarAce prototype is fully ready to be used.

(a) Non-TWS earphone. (b) TWS earphone.

Fig. 21. Non-TWS earphones (a) have visible wires outside. TWS earphones (b) have to rely on manual connections inside

the earbud so as to bypass internal circuits.
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